OPEN DOORS FORTY YEARS
DIVINE HEALING CONTINUES
Executive Board Report by Carol Hendler
Dear Christian Science Friends, how sweet it is to have you here to celebrate Daystar’s 40th
anniversary. Yes, forty years ago Daystar opened its doors and its arms to those who have
chosen to rely on their Father-Mother God for healing.
“I am extremely impressed
with the loving care given
all residents and patients at
Daystar. One Christian
Science Nurse after another
expresses such divine
understanding, surpassing
not only the physical care,
but the nurturing of
Metaphysical support
recognizing each patient as
God’s perfect idea.”

We are humbled by the progress Daystar has made this past
year. Through constant prayer we have beheld evidence of
supply from sources that always lead us to say, Thank you,
Father. This facility is able to keep open its doors to provide
excellence in nursing care which our community needs and
deserves. The Board of Directors, our administrator and staff
wish to express their heartfelt thanks to all who have enabled
us to meet those needs through their ongoing generosity.
We would like to share with you the abundance of good that
has transpired this past year. Patient activity has averaged 9
per month, in addition to an average of 6 residents per
month.

Maintenance for our building has also been
active. A new roof and gutters were installed.
New storm drains, were put into place. There
are new pumps at the lift station.
The
antiquated sink in the beauty shop has been
replaced. A new commercial washer has been
installed. Last, but not least, the back service
areas have been repaired and repaved. Is not
this long list worthy of gratitude! To be part of
this marvelous activity and watch it unfold is
indeed inspiring.
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Excerpts from the Administrator’s Report
Daystar was established by
Florida churches from Vero
Beach down to Key West, as
well as Naples, Ft. Myers,
Clewiston and Belle Glade.

Beverly Luttrell

Have
you
ever
wandered
down
“Memory
Lane”? Well I did recently and it was a long one--forty years long! But it didn‟t take too long for me
to realize that there truly is „nothing new under the
sun‟. The issues back then are the same issues we
have seen in recent years. I could read you a report
that was written 40 years ago and you would never
know it was that old.

Reports full of gratitude for all the volunteers, practitioners, contributions; and joy for all
the healings witnessed within these walls. Then there are the requests, politely pleading
for needed financial support—cash, checks, stocks, bonds and-oh yes—green
stamps. Remember them? Many items were bought for the nursing floor using those
stamps. One thing has never changed—the dedication of the Christian Science nurses to
provide the highest quality care to our patients.
Did you know there was a visiting nursing service as far back as 1958? It merged with
Daystar in the 70s, but they were supported separately. Although Daystar doesn‟t have
a visiting service at this time, we are always willing to respond to a call. The SW Florida
Care Services for Christian Scientists serves the west coast of Florida and have
frequently brought patients to Daystar. We have a close relationship with the service. We
also receive patients from a short term facility in Georgia. We are all sisters in the
ministry of CS nursing!
I had a call the other day asking if any foundation assists in paying patient invoices
at Daystar. My answer was no. There are foundations that support Christian Science
Nursing education and cover in-home visits, and others that generously provide for
Capital Improvements. However, Daystar‟s monthly operating expenses are only covered
by contributions and patient revenue. Daystar needs your devoted support. Why not
make it your primary charity? And just as importantly-we need your daily prayers.
We are so grateful to celebrate 20 years of
service from our Administrator, Beverly Luttrell.

The Assistant Administrator, Kathy Steinberg
has retired. She was the go-to person for 21
years. We will really miss her!

Kathy told us…
Kkkaka

“I started working at Daystar just a few
days after Hurricane Andrew. For 18 years
prior to that I had worked at a brokerage
firm as a registered sales assistant. What a
change in atmosphere – from chaos to calm!
Now for twenty-one of Daystar’s 40 years,
I’ve had the privilege of serving with 5
Administrators. The first one had the
patience of Job while I learned how to use a
computer, prepare bulk mailings, and learn
about Christian Science Nursing. There have
been challenges through the years as the
leads changed, but here we work in a
spiritual, uplifting atmosphere, with the
familial support of fellow workers. In 2000,
Beverly was named Administrator and I
became Assistant Administrator. We have
been friends and fellow church members for
much longer, and our working relationship –
our partnership -- at Daystar has been some
of the best of my years here. Though I look
forward to my “retirement”, Daystar will
always remain close to my heart and in my
prayers.”

Welcome!
Suzanne M Johnson has been hired as
our Office Manager and is originally
from Oklahoma.

She has lived in OK,

Geneva Switzerland, WY, CA, and KS.
She is a Member of The Mother Church
and

Seventh

Church

of

Christ’s,

Scientist in Kansas City, MO. with
Class Instruction.
She has a Degree in Human Resources
Management, from the University of
Central Oklahoma.
She worked at Twelveacres, Inc. in
Campbell, CA for two years. She is a
Loyal and devoted fan of Oklahoma
State

University.

painting,

Hobbies

repurposing

all

include
kinds

of

things, making jewelry, playing with
polymer clay and bowling with her
husband and son.

Wendy Bynes-Fields was given a 10
year certificate. She is the
Housekeeping Supervisor and also
fills in with the Kitchen schedule.

Joan Kelly is a Journal -listed
Christian Science Nurse and received
her 10 year award. Joan has served
Daystar
in
several
capacities
throughout her career. She retired
at the end of April.

Christian Science Nursing Report by Director of Nursing Charles Mwanga
Daystar provides an environment that heals and
blesses. In Miscellaneous Writings page 307:1-9.
Mary Baker Eddy writes: “God gives you His
spiritual ideas, and in turn, they give you daily
supplies. Never ask for tomorrow: it is enough
that divine Love is an ever present help; and if
you wait, never doubting, you will have all you
need every moment. What a glorious inheritance
is given to us through the understanding of
omnipresence Love! More we cannot ask: more
we do not want: more we cannot have. This sweet
assurance is the “peace, be still” to all human
fears, to suffering of every sort.”

“This note of gratitude is intended for
each individual who tirelessly works to
support the practical comforting, healing
mission of Daystar. The months that my
mother
spent
at
Daystar
were
challenging for her as well as family,
but I cannot imagine what we would
have done without your staff’s support.
The loving, dignified care she received is
invaluable. I want you to know how
grateful I am for God’s tangible
expressions of love through all of you at
Daystar!”

Our theology of Christian Science Nursing is founded in the Bible, The Manual bylaw,
and Science and Health with Key to the Scriptures by Mary Baker Eddy. [The Manual bylaw article viii sect 31 states that;“ A member of The Mother Church who represents
himself or herself as a Christian Science Nurse shall be one who has a demonstrable
knowledge of Christian Science Practice, who thoroughly understands the practical
wisdom necessary in a sick room and who can take proper care of the sick. The cards of
such persons may be inserted in The Christian Science Journal under rules established
by the publishers”]. Christian Science nurses are members of The Mother Church and
are class taught. They bring the activity of Church membership by administering the love
of the church to their fellow men.
In Science and Health page 395 – Mrs. Eddy writes “the nurse shall be; cheerful orderly,
punctual, patient,-and full of faith, receptive truth and love”. These are the qualities
that Christian Science nurses bring to work each day, and they heal.

“Last Thanksgiving there was a
need for me to come to Daystar as I
was having difficulty speaking. I
was in the nursing wing for about
ten days. My speech improved
steadily and I moved to residential
living. I am so grateful that I had a
place like Daystar in my time of
need.”

The story of the Good Samaritan from the Bible is
what Christian Science nurses strive to assimilate
in “loving your neighbor as you love yourself.” The
metaphysical thought is seeing what God sees.
This helps us meet the need of our patients with
poise and with expectancy of healing. The care we
give includes: reassurance, bathing, bandaging
and covering, assistance with meals, and much
more. All is done with love. We are very grateful for
the wonderful work of our Christian Science
practitioners who stay with us around the clock
whenever we call for support of the patients.

Christian Science nursing is the activity of Love. Thank you all for supporting this healing
ministry.

Madelon Maupin – Bible Scholar and Renowned Speaker
―Open Doors 40 Years: Divine Healing Continues‖

Congratulations, first, to all the individuals – nurses, administrators, patients,
family members, donors, board members-- who have supported and been affiliated with
Daystar throughout its first 40 years. This is indeed a day to celebrate the stability of
care and spiritual healing you have brought to this community of South Florida.
As you know, that number ‗40‘, has special symbolic meaning in the Scriptures
and used most often in reference to a time of testing. Just listen to a few Biblical
examples involving 40:


It rained for 40 days and nights while Noah survived with his family
and animals on the ark.



Moses‘ time on Mt. Horeb receiving the Commandments was 40 days
and nights



The children of Israel wandered in the wilderness 40 years.
Deuteronomy tells us, however, that ―for all these 40 years your
clothes didn‘t wear out, and your feet didn‘t blister or swell.‖



Jesus was tempted in the wilderness for 40 days and nights



And finally, Jesus was seen in his post-resurrection appearances for
40 days and nights prior to the Ascension

Of the more than 140 total mentions of this special number throughout the Bible, let‘s
look at two that have special relevance to the healing work Daystar is doing.
The first is the call Moses received from God to free the Hebrew people, enslaved in
Egypt, where several of those ‗40‘ day or year experiences happened. Recall that Moses
saw the burning bush, understood it was God‘s presence, and learned the lesson not to
believe what the senses tell you.
The next lesson was of a staff becoming a serpent. Moses reaches for the courage to be
obedient and in doing so, grabs the deadly tail of a snake to see it transformed into a
staff on which he‘ll lean in his mission to free the Hebrew people. Mary Baker Eddy
declares of this seminal event:
“Evil is not something to fear and flee before, or that becomes more real when it is
grappled with. Evil let alone grows more real, aggressive, and enlarges its claims;
but, met with Science, it can and will be mastered by Science.” (Misc. Writ 284)
Every case, every individual coming to Daystar seeking healing has the opportunity to
follow in Moses‘ footsteps by ‗handling the serpent‘—confronting the lie, regardless of
the disguise it assumes, rather than fleeing from it. The healing that inevitably results,
is indeed the demonstration of divine Science Mrs. Eddy wrote of and built her life on
and left to us to continue to prove.

One other key point about this story: it‘s instructive not just WHAT happened, but
WHEN it happened—at the very beginning of Moses‘ ministry. Thus, ‗snake-handling‘ –
or seeing through evil‘s hypnotic disguise -- is the FIRST spiritual lesson of Moses‘
career, one that he would need for the next forty years when he had to consistently
prove that God‘s presence and goodness was the fact--not what the material senses
argued for: fear, hunger, lack, discouragement, etc.
The question is: Is this OUR ‗first lesson‘ as well? And why? Because not falling for
evil‘s disguises goes to the heart of the Biblical message from Genesis to Revelation:
That God‘s presence, power, glory, allness is the only reality. And that evil -- whether it
argues as a snake, such as in Genesis and Exodus, or a dragon in Revelation -- is never
an entity that can claim substance, cycles, life.
The wildernesses of our era may be more mental than endless expanses of desert
landscape, but no less challenging. Whether Daystar faces a so-called ‗wilderness‘
called ‗incurable disease‘, or resistance to Christianly scientific healing by family
members, or a surrounding secular community trying to understand its spiritual
mission –-Daystar is still active and serving its healing purpose because those
associated with it have learned this required ‗first lesson‘.
Moses and the community of Israel would apply this same spiritual lesson again, on a
larger scale, when fighting the enemies of hunger and weariness on their journey.
Jesus in the Wilderness
Christ Jesus‘ seems to have been a bit of a quicker study than Moses: instead of 40
years, Jesus learned his wilderness lesson in 40 days. In either case, we see the New
Testament continuing to use the symbolic number ―40‖ when citing periods of growth
and trial by fire. The Master Christian, like Moses, was presented with the temptation
to believe evil‘s arguments in the wilderness, not as an external snake but an internal
voice.
Matthew explains the three temptations as:
1) satisfying hunger (by stones turned to bread);
2) testing God (by intentionally jumping off a tower to see if God will save you);
3) offering unlimited power and wealth (by providing all the kingdoms of this world).
In each case, Jesus met the empty promises with Scriptural truths from Deuteronomy,
obviously so well worn with use that they were committed to memory and easily
available when the need arose. This victory over evil, this seeing through its disguises,
laid the foundation for the next three years of a healing ministry that would change the
world and even reset the clock of human time, it would be so monumental and farreaching. (What a gentle reminder to us to keep memorizing Scripture so it‘s in our
tool kit, at the ready when we need it as well.)
Christian Science Nursing’s Spiritual Foundation
Daystar‘s very existence is provided for by the Manual by-law, Art 8, Section 31. What
struck me in studying it again was how Biblical its three requirements are, and how

these enable Daystar to continue the record of Christian healing. You‘re probably wellacquainted with these requirements.
A. “A demonstrable knowledge of Christian Science practice…”

We started these remarks by looking at two powerful Biblical examples: Moses and his
staff, and Jesus and the Temptations because they identify the same truth a Christian
Science nurse stands on every time he or she works with a patient. CS Nurses have
faced down the serpents called contagion, incurability, doubt and fear only to see such
claims crumble for want of a believer.
B. “ …who thoroughly understands the practical wisdom necessary in a sick room’,

The second requirement speaks to that comforting intersection where the divine meets
the human need with comfort, tenderness, rest and uplift. You might say nursing puts
legs on prayer, as the situation demands, through this ‗practical wisdom‘. This same
practicality is illustrated in countless Bible stories and parables as Scriptural evidence
of God‘s comforting love.
C.

“…who can take care of the sick”

The third and final requirement is where this Manual bylaw has wide application not
only for Daystar, but beyond it. Whether a professional Christian Science Nurse or not,
each of us can be alert to taking care of the sick‘ around us -- a neighbor sick over an
economic situation, unemployment, a current job, a church problem or school
challenge, a sick relationship, the health of a loved one, etc. Every time we unselfishly
help a family member or friend or stranger, we can apply the practicality of nursing‘s
spiritual qualities of responsiveness, affection and alertness.
Biblical Examples of Nursing - New Testament
The relevance of Luke’s Gospel to Nursing
Each Gospel emphasizes different aspects of both God and Christ Jesus. Luke‘s Gospel
tells of God‘s universal and inclusive Love and how our gratitude to God is shown
through how inclusively we love His children. Perhaps Luke was sensitive to the
practicality of God‘s love because of his background as a doctor who cared about
helping the sick and downtrodden, as well as his status as the only Gentile or non-Jew
who wrote any of the 66 books of the Bible.
Yet when Luke became a companion to Paul, one can only imagine how he learned
firsthand a spiritual way of healing through faith in and an understanding of God,
illustrated in so many of the stories Luke told in his second volume, ―Acts of the
Apostles‖.
It is, after all, Luke‘s Gospel alone that gives us some of our most loved parables about
our relation to our fellow man, such as the forgiveness required in The Prodigal Son, or
the practical care for others illustrated in The Good Samaritan.
Peter’s Mother in Law
The final example is a nameless woman in Mark1:29, typical of females in both the Old
and New Testaments that were known only through their relationship to males. Peter‘s
mother-in-Law, like her contemporaries, lived in the private spaces of a home, while

males were dominant in the public space of the marketplace. Thus, women had little or
no contact with males who were non-family members.
What happens when Jesus first enters the home is in keeping with social custom: the men
(Simon Peter and his brother Andrew--who shared the house) intervened on her behalf and
told Jesus about her fever. (Mark 1:30) But what follows breaks social custom: Jesus
enters her private space where she is lying down, and touches her--something a male
outsider would normally never do.
But this is a Christly touch and healing is immediate. Her first action is to "minister". The
same quality of loving care and provision that the angels provided for Jesus in his hour of
need, is occurring once again through the actions of this grateful woman just restored to
health.
We‘ll bring to a close our journey through the Scriptures, seeing how nursing is a key
element in so much of the healing in our Bible. We explored how the ‗first lesson‘ for
every metaphysician is seeing through the disguise of evil, just as Moses and Jesus did in
their wilderness experiences that launched their respective ministries.
We explored how the Manual provision for nursing calls forth the practical wisdom we can
all demonstrate, employed as a professional Christian Science Nurse or not.
In each example, as people expressed the love and unselfishness that nursing demands,
they witnessed healing and extraordinary changes in those around them. This is surely
how Daystar has managed these first forty years, keeping its doors wide open for divine
healing to continue. God‘s instruction to Moses, as told in Numbers 6, in the middle of
their 40 years, seems a fitting benediction for Daystar‘s Annual Meeting and everyone
who supports it: ―The Lord bless thee, and keep thee: The Lord make his face shine upon
thee, and be gracious unto thee: The Lord lift up his countenance upon thee and give thee
peace.‖ Amen!
Madelon Maupin leads a double life as an entrepreneur/business
consultant and a passionate student of the Bible. Madelon has a
Masters from San Francisco Theological Seminary, and a B.A. in
Religion from Principia College, Illinois. She has a lifelong love of
the Bible and gives talks on a variety of subjects on both the
Hebrew Bible (Old Testament) and New Testament, as well as a
faculty member of “Higher Ground” and Bible Study Seminars.
With a graduate degree in Bible studies and long experience
lecturing and leading Bible study groups, Madelon is now writing
historical fiction about the early Christians. She’s spent 16 years
coaching top business leaders, and five years traveling throughout
the Holy Land as Cultural Historian for Princess Cruises.

She also serves on the Board of Trustees for Adventure Unlimited, an international nonprofit youth leadership development organization headquartered in Colorado, and enjoys
living in Newport Beach.

